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SUMMARY

Tests were conducted with the N.A.C.A, combustion ap-
paratus to determine the effect of compression ratio and
en~ine temperature on the vaporization of a hydrogenated
l~safety fuel!! during the compression stroke under condi-
tions similar to those in a spark-ignition engine. The
effect of fuel boiling temperature on vaporization. using
glasoline, safety fuel, and Diesel fuel oil was also inves-
tigated. The results show that increasing the compres-
sion ratio has little effect on the rate of fuel vaporiz-
ation, but that increasing the air temperature by increas-
ing the engine temperature increases the rate of fuel va-
porization. T-ne results also show that the vaporized fuel
“forms a homogeneous mixture with the air more rapidly than
does the atomized fuel spray.

.=

——

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years considerable work has been
done on various methods of diminishing the fire hazard in
aircraft. The work has been divided izrto two general di-
visions: first, by improvement in the design of the in-
take and exhaust manifolds so as to lessen the probabili-
ty of fire originating in the nanifolds due either to back
fires or crashes in which fuel comes in contact with the
exhaust manifolds; second, by the use of fuels having a
flash point higher than that of gasoline. Research in the
second division has led to extensive investigations on the
compression-ignition engine and to the more recent inves-
tigations on the use of hydrogenated safety fuels in the r
spark-ignition engine. The decrease in the fire hazard
resulting from the use of safety fuels is due to the fact
that their flash point is higher than that of the commer-

.

cial gasolines, although not as high as the flash point of
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the fuels used in compression-ignition enginps P The exact
relationship between flash ’poi.nt of a fuel and i>s prob-
ability of causing fire in aircraft is not defini~ely
known. However, a fuel .w%th a flash pointof 105 F* or
greater is generally considered to present no fire hazard
under ordinary conditi~qs .of handling. There have been
no fires recorded with Airplanes operating with compression-
ignftion engines alt~ough. it must be remembered that the
number of miles flown with ‘such engines is “vbr’ysmall in

—

comparison to those flown with the conventional spark-
ignition engines. ..,”: —.. .-

The use of low volatility fuels in spark-ignition en-
gines is not new, Immediately .?~l.lowing the, Wopld War.
there.was consid.er&ble r“esearch, co”nd%cted in Germany on,’.
this problem, The purpose in this case wasl ‘h.omever, to
determine’ the possibility Of u,s!ng cheaper d~mesti~ fu~ls .’
in automobile e,nginqs. . More.recently research has been
conducted both, in this country and in Franco on the use

—

of 10* volatility” fuels to decrease the fire hazard in
aircraft.

,.
—

In the tests conducted in Fragce with the llFerrierll
fuel which has a flash point of 63 E. sa.tisfact.OrY engine
performance was obtained by heating the incoming mixture.

.

Under this’ condition, although $dling Was not4 as satisfac-
tory as with gaso~ine, the”engine power and the fuel con-

.,

sumption were both slightly impr6ved. The disadvantage
●

of heating the incoming mixture is, as Grebel has pointed
out (reference 1) , that the dangar o.f igniting the mixture
from back fire is not elimin~ted.

Tests have been made by Schey and young,at this lab-
oratory in which a single-cylinder test engine has been
operated. on safety fuels at nominal compression ratio.
In these teq$s $he, canhurqtq~ was replaced by a conven-
tional fuel~~njqotion ~yst$rq such as is used on compression-
i.gnition engines, The results showed that a~though the
power obtained.with thQ safe$~ fuels was onlY s!ightl.y
less than that obtained wit/J ~asol~net the !.Ye~ consum~- “’ - .:
tion was considerably increas~~l

F
owetier, when the ~~gine-

coolant temperature was increqse? “r~m 15*”~+S ‘.~240 ‘*
the fuel, consumption with .tho s.?if,et~”if”i”el,,~as~aterially ‘“
docrea~o.d. ~ At the “tirnf3tbeso $O@?s fier~ ~~%ng conducted
it was’”dqcided,~to conduct ad.diti”onal tests on the vaporiza-
tj.on of s$.fdty ’fuel under several conditions of engine op-
eration, as this physical characteristic of the fuel iS

considerably different from that of gasoline,.
—

b.
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It is the purpose of this report to presenti the re-
sults of the vaporization tests, together with a b“rief .
analysis o-f their significance. The work was done ,by th-e
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics during the ‘:
early part of 1932. !...

‘APPARATus AND liETHODS
.

The E.A.C.A. combustion apparatus was usdd for this
investigation because it is designed to take high-speed
moving pictures of the fuel injection process under con-
ditions closely si%u.1’sting those in internal-combustion
onGincs, The apparatus has been completely described in
roforonco 2. Diagrammatic sketehes of tho engine and in-
jection system and. of tho photographic apparatus are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. Tha windows have an unsupported dinm-
otor of 2.5 inches. The compression-roloase valvo as de-
scribed in roferonco 2 was also used in thoso tests.

Tho injection valvo was of the automatic spring-loadod
type. The multiorifice j fuel-discharge nozzle is shown in

Figure 3. Three fuels were tested: hydrogenated safety
fzlol, gasoline, and Diesel fuel. The two latter were t.n-
troduced to form a comparisorc of the effect of fuel volat-
ility on the vaporization, the three fuels (fig. 4) COV-

ering considerable range in regard to this physical char-
acteristic.

i
The operiti”on of the apparatus ie as follows: The eti-

giae is brought up to speed. The. compression-release
valve is then clos”ed. After a few revolutions under com-
pression a single chargo of fuel is injected into the com-
bustion chamber. Simultaneously with the injection the
electric condonsor.s are consecutively discharged at the
rate of 3.,000 discharges per second. The electric sparks
across the gap in the reflector caused by the discharge
of the condensers form the light source for taking the
photographs .of the fuel spray. The injection can be timed
relative to the position of the crankshaft by means of the
timing gear shown in Figure ’l.

Tho.temperature of the glycerin in the jackets of the
combustion chamber and cylinder was varied betwoon 100°F.
and 250°s. The compression ratio was varied between 12.’7
and 5.5 (the higher ratio being used for the sake of com-
parison} by increasing the.distance betwe~n the glass
walls of the combustion cham-ier. This increase of distance
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result6@ in increased ail* velocities being produced between
the cyl,lndefi and combustion chamber. .at the lower compres-
sion %a,t-ioB. However, as the test .results show, these air
velocities were insufficient to have an appreciable effect
on the fuel spray.

The following con~itions were maintained constant un-
less otherwise stated:

. ,,. .,,
Compr’ission ratio 8.5 .,
,.,

Fuel quantity per
injection 0.00042 lb. .

Outgoing glycerin
temperature 100° 3’.

Engine bore 5 in.

Engine stroke 7 ‘1

Engine speed 1,500 r.p.m.

In a four-stroke-cycle, spark-ignition~ ..fuel-injec-
tion engine, injection takes place on the intake stroke
and possibly during the first part of the compression
stroke. This condition could not be obtained in the pres-
ent tests because of the limitations of the apparatus.
The greatest injection advance angle (1.A.A.) used in the
present tests was 90 to 100 crank degrees before top cen-
ter on the compression stroke. However, this limitation
does not affect the interpretation of the results nor doos
it affect the physical phenomena which it is the purpose
of thes”o tests to show. In order to observe the vaporiza-
tion of the fuel over, a considerable range o~ crank angles,
injoctlon advanco angles of approximately 40 hoforo top
cantor and of 0° before top center were also-used~

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect. of compression ratio on va~orizatfo~.- Tigures
5, 6, and ‘7 show the effect of the compression ratio on_ ,
the vaporization of safqtyfuel at the three different in-
jection advance angles. Vaporization of”~he”-fuel is shown
bythe disappearance of the fuel spray following injection
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cut-off . With an injection advance of approximately 90°
before top center the fuel apparently vaporized more rap-
idly at the lower compression ratios than a~ the higher.
With injection starting at approximately 35 before top
center the time of vaporization was about the same for all
compression ratios as was also the time of condensation.
(Tne condensation of the fuel on the down-stroke of the
piston is indicated by the blocking out of the light from
the spa~k discharges which appears in the exposures at ap-
proximately 40° after top center.) The highest ratio
showed some light to be transmitted until 70° after top
center. This condition is probably,caused bY unequal. ?fs-
tribption of the fuel vapor before condensation. Wit~ in-
jection starting at top center the vaporization apparently
impr,oved as the compression ratio was increased althotigh
in every cas~ the start of condensation was still approxi-
mately .at 40 after top center.

Effect of the boiling temperature of the fuel.- Figure
8 shows the effect of the boiling’ temperatures of the fuel
on the vaporization and condensation at three different in-
jection advance angles. As was shown in.reference 3 the
higher the boiling range of the fuel the slower the vapor-
ization of”the spray in the engine and the sooner the fuel
condenses, provided that combustion does not take place.
Tith injection starting at top center the spray is visible
for all three fuels but the completeness of the vaporiza-
tion is decreased as the boiling” temperature of the ~uel “
is increased. With an injection advance angle of 35 to
45° the spray of the Diesel fuel is always vi,sible after
the start of injection, whereas it tlis”appear”pwith both the
safety fuel and the gasoline. For injection starting at
90° before top center the Diesel fuel spray is visible un-
“til slightly after top center, whereas with the safety fu-
,el no spray is visible after 20° before top center, and
with the gasoline no spray is vieihle after 40° beforo top
center.

Effect of engine temperature on valorization.- Figure
9 sho?rs the effect of engine temperature on the vaporiza-
tion o’f theosafety-fuel spray. With an injectiom advance

. angle of 90 the engine temperature decreased the time of
vaporization. In the photographs for the later injection
advance angles it is seen that the increase ,in engine tem-
perature increased the time interval before condensation
occurred.
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.,. AEAJ.IYSIS
.. . .,,

With either fuel inj~ction or conventional car bure -
tiqn the mixture 0$’ the ,fuel and air in the engine cyl-
indar is caused by two actions; first, by the dispersion
of the ,snall fuel drops throughout $_hd air i.n the .o,qgine
cylinder; and second, by the diffusion of the fuel vapor
as It loaves the liquid dropsQ .,The spray photographs pro-
sontecl in this report show that there is lit_tle difference
between the rate of diffusion of the atomized ftiel drops
for the three different fuels. In any case, as Figure 8
S’hewsj the diffusion of the drops is not particularly rap-
id. The bottom photog.ra.ph ‘of Tigure 7 shows that even aft-
er a period of 120 crank ,degrees the safety fuel had not
formed a uniform mixture with the air in” the combustion
che,mber. In fact, in no case was there any indication ,
that a uniform mixture of air and fuel was formed before
the fuel w~.s vaporized. However, an examination of- the
..first thrde photographs in l?igure 8 shows thgt when. vapor-
ization took place the mixture became much more homogene-
ous than when vaporization did not take place. The homoge-
neity is shown by the fact that with gasoline in which va-
porization was apparently quite complete, even at an in-
jection advance angle of 0°, the condensed. v~pors blocked
out all the light fro~:.the spark discharges within 10° aft-
er condensation started. On the other hand, with neither
the safety fuel nor Diesel fuel in which the vaporization
was less oomplete was all the light from t-ne spartk dis-
charge ~bstructed. We can conclude, therefore, that the
diffusion of the fuel vapors is more rapid than that of
the small fuel drops in the atomized spray even though
these drops had mean diameters in the noighb~rhood of 0.002
inch, as has been shown by Lee. (J30feronce 4.) Conse-
quently, the vaporization of the fuel becomes an oxtremaly
important factor in dotormining the ‘suitab”i13ty of q fuel
for sparrlc~ignition engines. , .—

,.

Comparing Figures 5, 6, and 7 with Figure 9 we see
that increasing the tempd~ature in the engine cylinder by
meansof increasing the compression ratio had much less
effect On ‘the vaporization than did increasing the air tem-
perature by means of heating the engine; An examination
of the computed temperatures and pressures “c~ssuming con-
stant ratio of snecific heats of 1.35) durin~” the com~res-

,

. ,,
sion st~oke gives an explanatio~ ofjthis phenomeno-n. ‘:T%e -
rate of vaporization of a.fuel drop dependsj amo-ng other
things, on the excess of the air temparatur6 over the boil-
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ing temperature .of the drop.. It must be remembere~ that
we are dealing wit’h extremely small quantities of a com-
plex mixture of hydrocarbons in each individual drop so
that ‘accurate experimental data on the boiling tempera-
tures are not a~ailable, However, qualitative results
can be obtained from the data that have been determined.
Consider the vapor-pressure curves of gasoline and keros-
ene as given in reference 6, (Kerosene is chosen in placo
of safety fuel because no vapar-pressure data are availa-
ble for the latter and because their boiling ranges at at-
mospheric pressure are C1OSO together.) Prom these. data
the difference between the air temperature in the cylin-
der dnd, the boiling temperature of the l.i,quid.under tho
samo conditions of prossure ‘as exist ip the ~ng,ine.can. be
obtained. Such curves aro shown for ~asolino and korosono
in Figuros10 and 11, respectively. With gasoline an in-
itial temperature, of 760°F.. absolute and a compression
ratio of 6.5 the excess of the air temperature over the
fuel-boiling temperature was alway,s greater than with an
initial temperature of 660°F. absolute and a compression
ratio of 12.’7 until 4° before top center. With the kero-
sene under the conditions mentioned in the preceding sen-
tence the excess temperature with the 6.5 compression ra-
tio remained greater than that with the 12.7 compression
ratio until 10° before top center. The experimental and
computed “data showing the. relationship between fuel-boili-
ng temperature and engine air tem~orature are therefore
in support of the experimental data already discussed. It
can be concluded that inqraasing the co.m~ression ratio of
a spark-ignition eDgine wi’11.not have any appreciable ef-
fect on the vaporization .o”fthe atomized fuel, hut that
increasing the temperature of the air in the cylinder ei-
ther by increasing the temperature of entering air or by
increasing .tlietemperature of the’ enginq will increase
the rate of vaporization and therefore the rate of mixture
format’i,on. . , . .

.
CONCLUSIONS

.

The conclusions drawn .from ~.hese tests are that in a
fuel-injection spark-ignition engine:

1. The rate at w~ich a uniform mix~ure.of air and
fuel is formed in an engine is more rapid with vaporized
fuel than with unvapotized fuel. .

.,
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2. “Using a fuel of higher flash point to decrease
the fire hazard results in a decrease” in rate of vapor

.-

formation in the engine cylinder and consequently a de-
croa~e in th~ rate of-mixture: formation ais compared with
a moro volatile fuel. . . .-

. .

3. Increasing the compression ratio of_ an engine has
little effect on ‘tho’rate of fuel vaporization and conse-

—

quently of mixturef ’oimation.
—

4* Increasing the temperature gf thq air during the
compression stroke by increasing th~ engizie tomperaturo
incroasos tho fuel’ vaporization and rate of inixture for-
mation considerably, .,. —

s,
—

Langley liemorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National’ Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, ‘Va,, August 1, 1932.
.
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